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In the Superior Court of the State of Washington

In ^d For the County of Clark
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AMENDED

COt1ES NOW the P,enerul,nl; AM,'tnry ,n and In: Clots Count!, dale ml W'aahagh •n, and darn by

th,s inform the Covtt that the ones named data.... ................. ...(8.......u,liy of ....the

eri me..a nmi0rd as Pollee. to.wit.

Count I.

That he, h'rtk II. %otlergren, In the County of Clark, State

of Washtngtoe, on or about the 10th day of March, 1987,

did unlawfully and fel oniuusly deliver a controlled sub-

stance, to- wit: Yarihuann , In oiolat ton of RCW 69.50.401

(a), contrary to the statutes to aurh cases made and
proolded, and ugalnal IIto peace and dignlly of the State

of Waahtugton.
Count It.

That he, Erik H. Eettcrgeee, to the County of Clark, State

of W9shinglun , on or thou! the 10th day of March, 1987,

with the Intent of ,ueeltting the crime of Ihilvery of

Ilelhnmpholemtnes, did agree with one or more persons to

engage In or cause act loon to delive r Uethantphetaatoe,

and one of the persons look a substantial step In

pursuance of such a agreement I„ vtolallen of RCM 9A,28.

040 and RCM 69.50.401)J, contrary to the statutes In

such cases made and provided, and agatnot the peace and

dignity of the Stale of Washington.

Count 1 - Unlawful Del lorry of Controlled Substa

RCW 69 .50.401(a)

Count II - Conspteovy to Deliver Methzmphlnea

RCM 99 . 28.040 and RCW 69.50,401(a)

rsntra ,y to the swain In each can made and prorOled , and e;stnal to don. and dignity of

the Stale of W.ehingtoa.

Yay 20, 1087
ARTHUR 'O, CURTI.St

h. 01.0 can t 5r.9,e.,,,n
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Summary of Probable Cause:
092497 , I received a call from Larry Persons who is the landlord of Sandrae
Zettergren . Larry told me he saw F^rik Zettera ran leavin Sandrae's a artment_ _
with what he thought were two rifles . Sandrae and ErikaregettTg a d ivorce. 1
spoke with Sandrae who is at an undisclosed location and she said she owned an
SKS Rifle, a 30.30 rifle , and a handgun . Sandrae said she had not been home all
day. I told Sandrae I could not do anything without a signed stolen sheet and she
said she could not get one until the weekend.

Sandrae told me Erilk owne lg own guns and was a convictedlelon . I asked
Whitcom to do a Criminal History on Erik so I could verifywhat Sandrae said.
Sandrae did not know why he needed her guns also. Sandrae also told me Erik
said if anyone Interfered with him getting his kids they would have trouble from
him. ..including law enforcement. '

The criminal history on Erik showed a convic ion for felon manufacture of
marihuana along with a weapons cha rge in 1987 . Then there was an assault 4 and
maliciousmischief in 1990.

P.21

092597, Erik called me and asked me what was going on. Erik told me his wife
too k off wi th his kids . I told Erik I could not tell him where Sandrae was because
didn't knowmyself. ' Erik also told me he was told that I wanted to talk with him
because I was investigating him. I told Erik I was not investigating him but
wondered if he had been at Sandrae ' s apartment the day before , Erik told me he
had been there to drop off some of her belongings . Erik_said he_did no_t ente r the
residence. Erik said there were_frlends_of San,drge's aS the apartment removing- -- -
her property with her permission.

092597 , 2250 hrs , Dep. Chapman and I went to Erik Zettergren ' s house at 102 D St
in Endicott . Erik allowed us to come in and talk with him. I told Erik I wanted to
know why someone would tell me he was in Sandrae ' s apartment to remove guns.
Erik said he was not in her apartment and the only guns he had belonged to him.
I told Erik someone told me they saw him with the guns . Erik said it was probably
one of Sandrae ' s friends trying to get him in trouble , Erik told me again that
Sandrae ' s friends were at her apartment removing property with her permission.

I asked Erik what kind of guns he,_ owned_Erik told me a couple rifles and a
hagdgun . Erik offered to show us where they were. Erik took us totho back
bedroom and showed us three rifles in the south closet and a handgun on the
bed.- Erik said there were more rifles In the north closet . I took Erik back out to
the living room and asjced,hjni If he knew he was not to possess weapons
because he was_ a convicted felon . Erik told me he peal fonad th^cours_tg,get_ h s.__..__
ri ghts back Dep. Chapman asked how he did that . Erik could not remember, I
asked Erik if he had any paperwork . Erik said no.

Erik finally admitted to not petitioning the court . Erik said he Ij s because he
panicked . Erik^f-said ire htthe handgun in Oregon and waited th e 14 days

.Erik said he thought it was okay to own the guns. __^__
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I told Erik he was under arrest for Unlawful possession of firearms . I took Erik
outside and read him his miranda rights and he signed the card agreeing to talk
with me . I read Erik a consent to search card and he agreed to let me search and
signed the card.
Sgt. Kelley stayed outside the residence with Erik In case he changed his mind
about giving consent . Dep. Chapman and I searched the residence and found a
Mini 14 , 2 SKS rifles , 2.22 rifles , a shotgun , three ballistic vests , a few dou ble
e ged knives , and oeflb W pds of arrlmun (to._.Erik has numerous tatfooh
of RKK, and White Separatists groups. Erik said he owns property in Montana.

When we left the residence Erik was asked If he wanted the garage locked. Erik
said no because he put word out in the neighborhood that if he was burglarized
he wouldn't call the police , he would hunt the person down and shoot them.

I certify and declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington
that the foregoing is true and correct.

(^`7-^ln S_7 6.:NlTN+^1r . Ca.•n;^' Sa^. _ y =a

Date/Place Signature

----------------------------
Reviewed By

P.22

NOTE: Request for extraordinary bond or conditions of pre-trail release, special
information regarding the Arrestee, should accompany this form with supporting
documentation for the Prosecuting Attorney and Court.
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Kll1l1AS COUNTY
,UpcR10R COURT CLERK

SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON

FOR KITTITAS COUNTY

ERIK HUGO ZETTERGREN

Petitioner,

NO ®4 2 ®®744 8

vs

STATE OF WASHINGTON
Respondent

PETITION FOR RESTORATION
OF RIGHT TO POSSESS FIREARMS
PURSUANT TO RCW 9 41 040(4)

COMES NOW The Petitioner, ERIK HUGO ZETTERGREN, through the undersigned attorney of

record, Paul T Ferns, and petitions the Court for an order restoring the nght to possess firearms pursuant to

RCW 941 040(4), based upon the following

1 ERIK HUGO ZETTERGREN, Petitioner , was convicted of the following offenses that
prohibit hum from possessing firearms under RCW 9 41 040(1)

Charge Conviction Due Count Court & Case No
VUCSA Mfg /Del /Poss w/Int to 06 02 1987 Clark Superior No 871002161
Del Marijuana 2 Counts
RCW 69 50 401 A 1
Unlawful Poss Firearm 2nd Degree 11 14 1997 Whitman Su nor No 971000747

2 Mr Zettergren has not previously been convicted of a sex offense prohibiting firearm
ownership

3 Mr Zettergren has not previously been convicted of a class A felony or a felony with a
maximum sentence of at least twenty years

PETITION FOR RESTORATION OF RIGHT

TO POSSESS FIREARMS Page 1 of 2

PAUL T FERRIS
Attorney it Liw

105W 5th Ave Ste 108
Ellensburg WA 95926

(509) 925 4744 (fax) 925 7822
prjerna@waahreeord cEA1
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4 Mr Zettergren has no other domestic violence or felony convictions that prohibit the
possession of a firearm

5 Mr Zettergren has spent more than 5 consecutive years in the commumty without being
convicted of a felony, gross misdemeanor or misdemeanor crime

6 Mr Zettergren is not currently charged with a felony, gross misdemeanor or misdemeanor
crime

Mr Zettergren's Defendant Case History reported through JIS-Luck does not report a conviction within

the five years precedmg the date of this petition A WSP Watch crmunal history reports no other felony or

domestic violence convictions A request was made for a review of Mr Zettergren's complete criminal history

by the prosecuting attorney I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the state of Washington that

the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my knowledge

Signed at Ellensburg , WA, this 6 day of December, 2004

PAUL T FERRI WSBA # 20483
Attorney for Defendant

PETITION FOR RESTORATION OF RIGHT
TO POSSESS FIREARMS Page 2 of 2

PAULT FERRIS
Anomey sl L w

105W 5th Ava Ste 106
Elien1,urg WA 98926

(509) 925 4744 (fax) 925 7622
prfernr@warhrecord corn
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SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON
FOR KITTITAS COUNTY

ERIK HUGO ZETTERGREN

vs

STATE OF WASHINGTON

Petitioner,

Respondent

MICROFILMED
ROLL NO
/83OO,Z

NO®4 2 ®®744 $

ORDER RESTORING THE RIGHT
TO POSSESS FIREARMS
PURSUANT TO RCW 9 41 040(4)

This matter came before the Court upon the petition of Enk Hugo Zettergren, through his attorney,

Paul T Ferns The Court heard from the Petitioner and from the State of Washington, through the

undersigned Prosecuting Attorney, and the Court makes the following findings of fact

1 Mr Zettergren has the following cnminal convictions in Washington state that
prohibit him from owning or possessing firearms within the state of Washington
under RCW 941 040(1)

Charge Conviction Due County Court & Case No
VUCSA Mfg /Del /Poss w/Int to 06 02 1987 Clark Supenor No 871002161

Del Marijuana 2 Counts
RCW 69 50 401 A 1
Unlawful Poss Firearm 2nd Degree 1114 1997 Whitman Su nor No 971000747

2 Mr Zettergren has not previously been convicted of a sea offense prohibiting firearm
ownership

3 Mr Zettergren has not previously been convicted of a class A felony or a felony with
a mavmum sentence of at least twenty years

4 Mr Zettergren has no other felony convictions that prohibit the possession of a
firearm

FAULT FERRIS
Anomey al taw

ORDER RESTORING THE RIGHT
105W 5th Ave Ste 108
Elknslwrg WA 98926

TO POSSESS FIREARMS Page I of 2 (509) 925 4744 ( faa) 925 7822
plfernsc4washrccord cony,



5 Mr Zettergren has not been convicted of any other cnme of domestic violence
prohibiting the possession of firearms

6 Mr Zettergren has spent more than 5 consecutive years in the community without
being convicted of a felony, gross misdemeanor or misdemeanor crime

7 Mr Zettergren is not currently charged with a felony, gross misdemeanor or
misdemeanor crime in any state or federal court

Based upon the foregoing facts , the Court concludes that Mr Zettergren has met the conditions

required for an order restoring the nght to possess firearms pursuant to RCW 9 41 040(4)

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Mr Zettergren ' s petition for an order restoring the right to possess

all lawful firearms is granted

Presented by

AULT FERRIS
Attorney for Petitioner

Approved for entry a 5

L
Attorney for Respondent

PAULT FERRIS

Ailorney ai Law

105W 5th Ava Sic 108
ORDER RESTORING THE RIGHT Ellonabarg WA 98926

TO POSSESS FIREARMS - Page 2 of 2 (509) 925 4744 (fax) 925 7822
ptferns@ washrecord con,
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Summary of Probable Cause:
This investigation is being conducted in Endicott, WA. Whitman County. I am
commissioned by the Whitman County Sheriff's Office and the State of Washington to
investigate and enforce the laws therein.

021305, 0430 hrs. Whitcom advised of a possible homicide in Endicott WA. The'i
alleged homicide occurred at 102 D. St in Endicott WA. The RP in this investigation,
Heather M. Euley, of Endicott called to report that her "husband"(later identified as
Jason Robinson, RP's fiancee), had been shot in the head with what she believed to be a
handgun and dumped in the river somewhere outside of Endicott. (RP was unclear of
location).

Upon arriving in Endicott, Euley was contacted by deputies, and interviewed for

additional information. She indicated that earlier in the evening she was with Erik

Zettergren, her husband Jason Robinson and friend Carmon Morris playing cards, and

drinking alcohol at a residence owned by Larry Persons. At some point in the evening

Zettergren invited Morris, Euley and Robinson back to his house. Everyone then went

back to Zettergren's house to continue the evening. As the evening continued, Jason

and Carmon went into a back bedroom to be alone, indicating both were very

intoxicated. At some point, Euley said that Erik went into the back bedroom and shot

Jason in the head because he thought he was having sex with Carmen, who is allegedly

Erik's girlfriend.

Euley said she was upset and screaming, "why did you do this why did you do this".

She said "Zettergren told her that Jason was having sex with his girlfriend so he needed

to kill him. Euley said Zettergren then asked her why he shouldn't kill her as well. She

said she pleaded with him and told him she had small children and did not want to die.

Euley said she was then told by Zettergren that if she did not want to die she would have

to help him dispose of the body. Euley then said she helped Zettergren as he tore up the

carpet in the house and removed some items from the bedroom.

Euley said Zettergren then told her she was going with him to "dump the body". Euley

said they got into a large old SUV, (unsure of the type), and headed out of town to

dispose of the body. She said they traveled in the direction of "Spokane" and then

dumped the body off a bridge into some water. Euley said she had no idea where they

went but was sure it was in the direction of Spokane because Zettergren told her they "
were on the way to Spokane. She again said she did not know where they went but she
thought they only traveled for 10 - 20 minutes N. of Endicott, WA. Euley said they
drove down a short dirt road after they left pavement and then dumped the bpdy in water
because she heard a "splash".

Euley said after Zettergren dumped the body he took her home and told her not to tell
anyone because he would cover everything up and dispose of the evidence. She said at
that point she went to a friend's house and called 91 i.
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Approximately 0600 his. Following up on information provided by the RP, the body of
an adult male,(later identified by ID on person as Jason H. Robinson DOB 082272), was
located near MP8 on the St. John Endicott Rd., submerged in the river, under the bridge.
This location is a drive of about 10-20 minutes north of Endicott. The scene was
secured and processed for evidence. A portion of a playing card with what appearsi to be
blood on it was at the scene along with tire marks which appear to be consistent with the
tread on the alleged SUV transport vehicle. Also located in the mud and grass near the
body was a felt insert, commonly used with winter type footwear.

0807 his . Suspect Erik H. Zettergren was taken into custody as he left his residence and
(attempted to enter his vehicle , 046KUE, a Chevy Suburban,(the alleged transport
vehicle ). Zettegren was taken into custody without incident , Deputies observed what
appeared to be blood spatter/drops on the rear bumper of the vehicle ,(SUV/ Suburban in
question ), at the time of arrest. Also observed on the vehicle, hanging out of the tail
gate of the Suburban , was a playing card with a pattern consistent with the card found at
the dump site of the body.

I certify and declare under penalty of`'perjury under the laws of the State of Washington
that the foregoing is true and correct.

Date/Place Signature

Reviewed By

NOTE: Request for extraordinary bond or conditions of pre-trail release, special
information regarding the Arrestee, should accompany this form with supporting
documentation for the Prosecuting Attorney and Court.



SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF WHITMAN

STATE OF WASHINGTON

NO. 05-1-00042-7

DECLARATION OF
TERI HASTINGS, Ph.D.
FORENSIC PSYCHOLOGIST

Plaintiff,

vs.

ERIK ZETTERGREN

Defendant.

I, Teri Hastings, Ph. D., declare as follows:

I am licensed clinical psychologist with specialty training in forensic psychological evaluations

and expert witness testimony. Over the past twelve years I have conducted approximately 60

forensic psychological evaluations for the federal courts, 215 evaluations for state superior

courts, and presented expert testimony at sentencing hearings or trial approximately 45 times. I

have administered and interpreted approximately 1100 MMPI-2 tests (a standardized, accepted

test used in forensic evaluations). These forensic evaluations have included serious criminal

allegations, including murder, murder for hire, manslaughter, and child sexual abuse, and have

dealt with Battered Women's Syndrome and Battered Child Syndrome. Consequently, I

possess the expertise and competence needed to address the multifaceted concerns raised in the

context of forensic criminal examinations.

I was asked to provide a declaration in the above matter by attorney, Jon Zulauf, regarding Erik

Zettergren to address the following questions: (1) Did Mr. Zettergren have any mental health

disorders prior to his commission of a crime, and what evidence is there to support this

conclusion? (2) Were any mental health disorders severe enough to warrant a conclusion for

mitigating circumstances in the commission of a crime?

In order to make such determinations, I conducted the following. I interviewed Mr. Zettergren

by telephone for one hour, fifteen minutes on 2/25109. (I was unable to schedule an in-person



interview with him prior to the deadline of my evaluation due to scheduling conflicts with prison

officials). I reviewed the following documents:

1. Erik Zettergren's Social Security file with documents dated between 2001 and 2004.

These documents included, among other records, Mr. Zettergren's medical records,

psychological counseling records, a sleep study evaluation (Polysomnography), DSHS

and Social Security records, and six psychiatric or psychological evaluations by four

different PhD or MD level experts.

2. Partial trial transcript of direct and cross examination of Mr. Zettergren (2004).

3. Summary of Facts, Report No. 05-80456 from Whitman County (2004).

4. Letter from Dr. Julie Harper (5/2/02)

5. Draft of Declaration of Trial Counsel Steve Martonick (2/26/09).

I understand the basic facts of this case to be that Mr. Zettergren shot and killed Jason

Robinson on 2/13/05. Prior to this shooting, Mr. Zettergren's entered his bedroom in his home

and found Mr. Robinson possibly in the act of raping Carmen, Mr. Zettergren's girlfriend who

was unconscious from alcohol use. Mr. Zettergren ordered Jason to stop the rape and to get

dressed. Jason then became argumentative, yelling and waiving his arms. Mr. Zettergren

reported that he feared for his and his girlfriend's lives because, in addition to Jason's behavior,

he was near a medieval weapons display that contained a few working weapons. Heather,

Jason's girlfriend, was in the next room during the shooting. Mr. Zettergren attempted to hide

the body after the fact in a local river with either the assistance of or coercion of Heather,

depending on whose version is to be believed. Mr. Zettergren then returned home and

reportedly made no attempt to flee. He was arrested the next morning.

Based on my review of the files, records, and telephone interview, I have concluded that Erik

suffered from severe Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and Major Depressive Disorder

Page 2 Ten Hastings, Ph. D.
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prior to the shooting. It is extremely likely that he continued to suffer from these mental

disorders at the time of the shooting. It appears that he currently continues to suffer from PTSD.

The detail of examination and number of experts reporting are extensive and highly unusual to

have available on defendants in criminal cases, in my experience. The data well supports

mental distress and impairment prior to the crime and eliminates a standard problem in forensic

psychological evaluations: distinguishing what mental health disorders are a result of killing

someone and being incarcerated versus mental health disorders that preceded a violent

incident.

Mr. Zettergren's history of mental health problems was well documented prior to the shooting by

approximately seven doctorate or MD level mental health experts. This included standardized

psychological testing with a battery of intellectual, achievement, learning and memory, and

personality testing between 2001 and at least through September 21, 2004 (five months prior to

the shooting). He attended counseling, starting in 2000 and continuing up to the date of the

shooting in 2005. He was approved for state disability (GAU) in November 2001 and was

eventually granted federal disability (SSI) by the Social Security Administration for PTSD and

physical problems (pressure urticaria) in September 2004. He was receiving SSI at the time of

the crime.

According to the available documents and Erik's self-report the causes of PTSD were the death

of his mother by electrocution when Erik was 12. He abruptly had to move the his father's home,

a man he had little contact with, and who was reportedly unable to show any grief, emotion, or

nurturing care toward Erik. As a teenager, Erik witness the shotgun blast killing of his friend as

the friend stood next to Erik. Erik also feared for his life at the time. At another time, Erik found

the body of a young girl who died of severe trauma.

Examples of expert statements to support PTSD are numerous. There is significantly more

detail and corroborating reports from other professionals, but for brevity's sake, here is a partial

description from other mental health experts.

In January 2002, Dr. Greg Wilson reported that Mr. Zettergren had symptoms such as "fears of

the world," alienation, social isolation, anxiety, insomnia, paranoia, suicidal thoughts, severe

depression, prominent PTSD." HE diagnosed Erik with PTSD and Depression. In March 2004,

Dr. Wilson reiterated his diagnoses and further stated that Erik suffered from "significant social

Page 3 Teri Hastings, Ph. D.
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impairment.. severe anxiety and fear, moderate paranoia... severe inability to perform routine

tasks, relate appropriately with coworkers and tolerate stress associated with expectations in a

normal work setting... Excellent attendance in therapy, but little success at generalizing therapy

gains to outside environment"

In November 2002, Dr. Julie Harper diagnosed Erik with severe PTSD. Symptoms included

"frequent recollection of violent events, disturbing dreams, feelings of detachment from others,

self-criticism and fear of criticism from other, wish to die to avoid loneliness, guilt, flashbacks;

sleep problems/insomnia." She further stated that Erik's flashbacks and disturbing images were

increasing with therapy (which is common once repressed memories are directly addressed).

In April 2002, Dr. Paul Domitor conducted formalized psychological testing and concluded that

Erik suffered from PTSD and Major Depression and possessed a "very high degree of

psychological disturbance," including "anxiety, trouble memories regarding his own actions and

chronic feelings of dysphoria and anxiety... Test results are consistent with psychological

factors episodically interfering with cognitive efficiency." His psychological testing represented a

"plea for help" common for individuals who are feeling "psychologically overwhelmed."

In March 2003, Dr. Donald Howard conducted a formalized sleep study (Polysomnography) that

indicated that Erik suffered from severe insomnia due both to sleep apnea and PTSD. His total

sleep time was 3.7. hours and his sleep pattern was abnormal.

Two rule outs in evaluations such is this are malingering and sociopathy. With the caveat that

my interview was over the telephone, I do not believe Mr. Zettergren was malingering. My

clinical interview of Mr. Zettergren revealed an individual who was able to provide experiential

details of PTSD prior to and during the shooting that are consistent with truthful symptoms and

less likely to result from malingering for personal gain (e.g. a shorter sentence). His

descriptions were unique to his particular experiences regarding PTSD but simultaneously

typical of individuals with a PTSD diagnosis.

Erik did not present with a well thought out scripted narrative that is typical for malingerers,

frequently said "I don't know" in response to my questions, and apologized for his inability to

answer every question I presented. His account was not pressured or overly eager, as is typical

for malingerers, and he answered negatively to some symptoms of PTSD. People who

confabulate or lie, tend to fill in the gaps in their knowledge with additional symptoms or answer
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yes" to all symptoms in order to plead their case. For these reason, I believe that Ms.

Zettergren was basically forthcoming and honest during my clinical interview with him.

In regard to sociopathy, his mental health records suggest the absence of such traits

Sociopaths are unable to form a strong bond with a therapist, which Erik was able to do. He

would have been eventually discovered and rooted out as a sociopath by one of his therapists

over the five year course of therapy he received, if this were the case. He also was able to

appropriately parenting his children and form strong bonds with them. He has a history of

romantic relationships where there seemed to be a caretaking element with women, which is

absent in sociopaths. Sociopaths view children, romantic partners, and people in general as

objects to be manipulated for personal gain. Finally, sociopaths do not get PTSD. There is a

chronic absence of anxiety, guilt, and grief in such individuals - all symptoms that are well

documented in Mr. Zettergren.

Based on representations from Erik and his lawyer, Jon Zulauf, I understand that Mr. Zettergren

disclosed these causes of PTSD and this diagnosis to his trial counsel. Trial counsel did not

employ a forensic psychologist to review the records. Trial counsel did not use a forensic

psychologist to present evidence at trial. Trial counsel did not use a forensic psychologist to

present mitigation testimony at sentencing.

I am not an attorney, so I cannot speak to legal strategy of whether or not to reveal Erik's mental

status. However, as a psychologist, it is my opinion that, based on the breadth and depth of

psychological data available, a case for mitigation circumstances could be made regarding the

shooting death of Jason Robinson.

As stated above , and based on my review of the records, I believe that Erik was suffering from

PTSD at the time of the shooting . His latest review of mental health status was September 21,

2004 ( five months before the shooting ) and his symptoms were so incapacitating that they

warranted Social Security disability. It is highly doubtful that Erik could have recovered from the

severity of his mental health problems by the time of the shooting. Mental health records stated

that normal social stress induced flashbacks and poor processing of social events . Erik tended

to socially isolate himself for fear of evoking such symptoms. Mental health records further

stated that Erik was a conflict avoider. The night of the shooting, Erik was in an extremely

stressful situation : he witnessed his girlfriend being raped and was in a high -conflict situation
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with Jason Robinson. Consequently, it is reasonable to believe that his PTSD with attendant

flashbacks and poor mental processing were invoked prior to the shooting.

Mr Zettergren reported symptoms consistent with Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD).

Criteria for a diagnosis of PTSD include: (1) exposure to a catastrophic event involving actual

or threatened death or injury, or a threat to the physical integrity of himself or others. During this

traumatic exposure, the survivor's subjective response was marked by intense fear,

helplessness, or horror; (2) intrusive recollection, includes symptoms that are perhaps the

most distinctive and readily identifiable symptoms of PTSD. For individuals with PTSD, the

traumatic event remains, sometimes for decades or a lifetime, a dominating psychological

experience that retains its power to evoke panic, terror, dread, grief, or despair. These emotions

manifest in daytime fantasies, traumatic nightmares, and psychotic reenactments known as

PTSD flashbacks; (3) avoidance and emotional numbing, consists of symptoms that reflect

behavioral, cognitive, or emotional strategies PTSD patients use in an attempt to reduce the

likelihood that they will expose themselves to trauma-related stimuli. PTSD patients also use

these strategies in an attempt to minimize the intensity of their psychological response if they

are exposed to such stimuli. Behavioral strategies include avoiding any situation in which they

perceive a risk of confronting trauma-related stimuli. In its extreme manifestation, avoidant

behavior may superficially resemble agoraphobia because the PTSD individual is afraid to leave

the house for fear of confronting reminders of the traumatic event(s). Dissociation and amnesia

are included among the avoidant/numbing symptoms and involve the individuals cutting off the

conscious experience of trauma-based memories and feelings. Finally, since individuals with

PTSD cannot tolerate strong emotions, especially those associated with the traumatic

experience, they separate the cognitive from the emotional aspects of psychological experience

and perceive only the former. Such "psychic numbing" is an emotional anesthesia that makes it

extremely difficult for people with PTSD to participate in meaningful interpersonal relationships;

and (4) hyperarousal, most closely resemble those seen in panic and generalized anxiety

While symptoms such as insomnia and irritability are generic anxiety symptoms, hypervigilance

and startle are more characteristic of PTSD. The hypervigilance in PTSD may sometimes

become so intense as to appear like paranoia

Regarding criteria 1, Mr Zettergren experienced at least three significant traumas as a preteen

and a teenager (when he did not have the psychological maturity to cope with them) that met

criteria for exposure to a catastrophic event as mentioned previously. Specifically his mother
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was electrocuted when he was 12 years old. He witness his best friend murdered by a shot gun

blast that was so close that "his face was on my face." Finally, he witnessed the aftermath of a

bludgeoning death of a young woman that was graphic and bloody. In the latter two instances

he feared for his own life.

Regarding intrusive recollection , Mr. Zettergren acknowledged initial amnesia for catastrophic

events, but disturbing images began surfacing about the time that his daughter became close to

the age of the young girl he saw bludgeoned. He began to experience intrusive images,

frequent flashbacks, and nightmares. He stated,

"When I first started getting them, don't know where they coming from. I started seeing the
girl, She standing at a bus stop, or at park underneath a tree. She was always in a very
sorry state when I encountered her, bloody, with her eye hanging out of its socket.
Sometimes she would be smiling at me, sometimes she would be looking the other way. I
felt like she was judging me, judging my actions. I tried to determine whether it was
specific events that were related with her appearing, but it seemed to be when I was
stressed out or when I made a major decision. I would see her and, depending on her
facial expression, she was judging my choice as right or wrong."

Regarding avoidance and emotional numbing ., Mr. Zettergren isolated himself in his home

except for his once weekly therapy session. He combined that session with running necessary

errands. He reported, however, that the stress triggered flashbacks every time he left the

house. He stated:

"At the time I wasn't leaving house. I was a hermit at home in my comfort zone.. When I
was outside, I would see her, at least 2-3 times anytime I left the house, and I only left the
house once a week to see my therapist. I was safe in my home and I needed to be safe."

Regarding hyper-arousal, Mr. Zettergren admitted to symptoms of physical arousal after

intrusive images or nightmares (panic, agitation, racing heart, shaky). At such times he

described that he felt as if he were watching a movie of himself outside of himself. He

additionally admitted to what he described as paranoia and hence the reason he kept a gun

under his pillow. The clinical term for this is hypervigilance to threat, a core symptoms of PTSD.

The medical records document that he was keeping a gun under his pillow for "self-protection"

as far back as 2002. In regard to this, Mr. Zettergren stated,

"I grew up on the streets in bad neighborhoods and knew a lot of shady people... exposed
to a lot of violence. The gun is my security blanket, there if I need it. I knew rationally that
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the town I lived in now wasn't like that. But the thing about violence is, it happens randomly
and for no reason. The world is like that. It can happen at any time. I didn't want to be a
victim and I wanted to protect myself and my family That may be a little extreme, but I saw
it like that. I needed to be safe."

PTSD is an anxiety-based disorder that can at times present with psychotic symptoms in the

form of flashbacks. In lay terms, individuals with anxiety-based disorders are focused on

internal symptoms to where they are frequently "unable to see the forest for the trees." They

tend to be detail oriented in areas associated with reduction of anxiety which frequently results

in diminished concentration in areas that would allow them to view situations holistically (i.e. "the

big picture"). Moreover, during flashbacks, they are unable to avoid their anxiety and tend to

become catastrophically overwhelmed by it. At such times, they are reliving parts of a

catastrophic event to where they lose touch with reality.

It is my opinion, based on his medical records and his statements to me that there is a likelihood

that this is what happened to Mr. Zettergren on the night of the shooting. He was experiencing a

flashback.

"As I walked down the hall, the light was off, the door was shut, and this feeling of dread
came over me. I opened the door and Carmen was lying on her side in the fetal position
with her pants down. He was kneeling behind her, his pants down around his ankles. I told
him to get up get away put pants on. He started to get up, I walked over and looked at him,
checked on her. She still unconscious."

"I was scared, I wasn't angry, I don't know I didn't understand why I wasn't angry. I should
have been. I just felt dead. I remember thinking 'He is going to kill us to cover up what he
did.' Like my emotions were turned off, distant, like eye of the storm, I don't know how to
put it. Like detachment, it wasn't me, I was watching a movie of myself, I didn't have any
control, it was happening and I was along for the ride."

"I saw him looking over his shoulder, I had medieval weapons, swords, a double bladed
axe, a spear, armor, some of them could hurt you. He knew they were there because he
examined them, played with them earlier. He glanced over his shoulder, I walked around
the bed, and told him get out again. He said that there was nothing I could do, it was over,
no big deal. He was yelling and waving his arms at me."

"I looked over at Carmen, but it wasn't her but the girl I saw this time. She was bloody, her
eye was out, and she was smiling at me. I thought, 'Not again. I've failed her.' Like it was
my fault I didn't save her, again. I had to save her, because I loved her. I felt this girl and
Carmen's life in danger. In saving Carmen, I could somehow save the girl. I know that
sounds stupid, but that's how it felt."
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Mr. Zettergren reported that he then looked back at Jason Robinson, who was reaching behind

him toward one of the weapons. He stated,

"I thought he was going for the sword. It all happened pretty quick... I don't remember
pulling the trigger. I remember having the gun my hand, I remember the sound going off. I
first noticed the gun when put hand on Heather's shoulder afterward... It was like I was in a
movie where everything is in slow motion, I know that sounds contradictory, but it was
aspects of both slow and fast. "

[Note This is typical for witnesses in violent situation and victims of PTSD, to feel a warped

sense of time]

After the shooting, Erik indicated that "the shock of the situation snapped me out of it, or back

into it, however you want to look at it." He realized that he had shot Jason and that his "life was

over." He further stated, "I knew Carmen would be okay... After that, I was in such a state of

shock, I was just going on autopilot."

In summary, PTSD likely interfered with Erik's perception of reality. The stress of the situation

likely caused a flashback. The flashback he experienced focused his attention on saving the

dead girl who continued to haunt him during times of stress. Additionally, his hypervigilance to

threat would have heightened his perception of danger, and misperceiving the reality of the

situation. Because of PTSD it is likely that Erik reasonably believed that Jason intended to

inflict death or great personal injury on Erik and his girlfriend.

Granted, this was a quick forensic evaluation based on partial review of records and a brief

clinical interview. There are unanswered issues in this evaluation and most likely unanswered

questions from the courts that need to be adequately addressed. I am willing to conduct a more

thorough evaluation in this respect if your honor wishes. However, it is my opinion that there is

significant evidence to warrant further exploration of mitigating circumstances in this case.

I DECLARE under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington that the
foregoing is true and correct.

DATED this 26th day of February , 2009 at Seattle , Washington.
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Teri Hastings, Ph. D.
Licensed Clinical Psychologist # PY2375
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